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The purpose of this research is to increase student result of study in fourth grade of SD Negeri 2 Candi Retno by using kind of learning Problem Based Learning.

This class action research do based student result of study in fourth grade of SD Negeri 2 Candi Retno in academic year 2013/2014, dqtq is using are observation and test by observing and recording systematically of indications is observed by using integrated tematic learning method with approach scientific curiculum of 2013. In each research consist of two step, each step consist of itwice meeting and consist of four stages, they are planning, implementaion, assesment/observing and reflection. In data processing technique, the researcher use quantitative method and result of study with percentaqe.

Result of researe show that by using learning method Problem Based Learning can improve student result of study. In this case, we can look first step in first meeting, the percentages of student result of study are 42,85% of students and then in first step in second meeting the result is 61,91% of students. And in second step in first meeting is 71,42% and thin in second step in second meeting in increase become 100%.